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MA Lighting: MA training held in India - Aerosmith is going to play with grandMA in Bangalore
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MA training held in India - Aerosmith is going to
play with grandMA in Bangalore
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MA Lighting’s distributor for India, Reynold's Sound & Lighting Services,
recently held training in Bangalore, for the sophisticated and powerful
consoles from Germany. The 30 attendees were lighting designers,
rental companies, system integrators, theatre personnel, consultants
and specifiers from all over India, e.g. from Chennai, Hyderabad,
Mumbai, Goa and Bangalore. Their feedback was very positive and
enthusiastic. “It was the first time we held training for the MA consoles
and we were completely overwhelmed by the huge success. After what
I’ve heard from the participants, grandMA has got a really bright future in
India,” related Felix Remedios Managing Director of Reynolds.
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“The training, organized by Reynold’s, was held to meet the growing
demands of the Indian market, to bring productions to a higher level and
to link with our new office MA Lighting Middle East / India those two
booming markets,” explained Michael Althaus Managing Director of MA
Lighting. grandMA has many dedicated features perfectly integrating
latest technologies like LEDs and media servers, that are becoming
more and more popular also in India. With its configurable screens and
its intuitive way of programming grandMA is the most flexible tool for
those demands.

The grandMA product family including MA 2Port Nodes and MA NSPs is
now available in different cities of India. A fact that already showed its
success. During their gig in Bangalore artists like Bryan Adams and
Deep Purple played their show with grandMA. Aerosmith is going to do
so too. There is more to come – the next MA training has already been
planned.
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